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Abstract—A new method to calculate average active power and reactive power for single-phase systems is proposed in this paper. It can be used in different applications where the output active power and reactive power need to be calculated accurately and fast. For example, a grid-connected photovoltaic system in low voltage ride through operation mode requires a power feedback for the power control loop. Commonly, a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) based power calculation method can be adopted in such systems. However, the DFT method introduces at least a one-cycle time delay. The new power calculation method, which is based on the adaptive filtering technique, can achieve a faster response. The performance of the proposed method is verified by experiments and demonstrated in a 1 kW single-phase grid-connected system operating under different conditions. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed power calculation method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent data shows that the development of single-phase photovoltaic systems connected to the grid is booming [1], [2]. The high penetration of single-phase renewable energy systems also introduces challenges to the control of the single-phase grid-connected systems. Thus, new grid codes are expected to be put up to regulate the interconnection of renewable energy systems and the grid [3]-[6]. In these grid codes, the grid-connected systems are required to be equipped with Low Voltage Ride-Through (LVRT) capability and to inject reactive power in the case of grid voltage faults. Therefore, the control systems should be redesigned and ready for such applications in the future.

Traditional control schemes for single-phase systems include two cascaded loops – the inner current loop and the outer voltage loop, and normally the single-phase grid-connected systems are operating at unity power factor [5]-[9]. In that case, there is no need to calculate the average active power and the reactive power. In respect to control the single-phase systems under grid faults, possible solutions are based on single-phase PQ theory [5], [6], [10], [11], droop-control methods [12]-[14] and the instantaneous power control method as discussed in [15]. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the average active power and reactive power fast and accurately in order to enhance the LVRT capability for single-phase systems.

It should be pointed out that the power calculation is necessary not only in single-phase systems controlled by the single-phase PQ theory but also e.g. in the droop-controlled micro-grid [16].

A simple way to get the instantaneous power of single-phase systems is to multiply the measured grid voltage and grid current. However, the instantaneous power will present a variation at twice the grid fundamental frequency. By applying a well-designed filter after the multiplication, the average active power and the reactive power can be obtained [16], but the transient response is slow because of the filter delay. Another solution is based on the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). However, the main drawback of this method is that it introduces a period delay of the grid fundamental voltage.

One possibility to calculate the average active and reactive power is based on the three-phase instantaneous power theory [10], [11]. In three-phase systems, the instantaneous active power and reactive power can be obtained easily with the help of the Clark Transform and the Park Transform. Thus, inspired by this concept, the “αβ” system can be built up by a phase shift of π/2 rad in respect to the fundamental period of the input voltage or current. Followed by the Park Transform (αβ→dq), the average active power and the reactive power can be calculated. Hence, the mission of the power calculation is shifted to create an Orthogonal Signal Generator (OSG) system, such as the Hilbert Transform based OSG, the inverse Park Transform based OSG and the second order generalized integrator based OSG [11], [17]. Those methods based on the OSG structure are more useful for single-phase applications since a grid synchronization unit is normally required. However, the transient responses of such methods are dependent on the performances of the OSG systems.

Inspired by the Enhanced PLL proposed in [21], a novel average power calculation method is proposed in this paper. An overview of the possible power calculation methods for single-phase systems is firstly presented, followed by the description of the proposed method and a comparison of the power calculation methods by simulations and experiments. Finally, the proposed method is tested in a 1 kW single-phase system in low voltage ride-through operation mode. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed method in the calculation of the average active and reactive power. It can also be used in other applications which require a fast and accurate average power calculation.
II. OVERVIEW OF POWER CALCULATION METHODS

Fig. 1 shows the overall control structure of a single-phase grid-connected system based on the single-phase PQ theory [5], [6], [11]. The power calculation unit is highlighted in Fig. 1. The control system for this application also requires an OSG structure to generate orthogonal voltage signals ($v_{g0}$ and $v_{g1}$, which are shown in Fig. 1). Thus, the transient performance of the control system (power control loop) depends on the response of the power calculation unit.

![Fig. 1. Overall control structure of a single-phase grid-connected system based on the single-phase PQ theory.](image)

The injected grid current by a single-phase inverter is normally required to be synchronized with the grid voltage. Let the grid voltage and current be $v_g(t)$ and $i_g(t)$, respectively. Thus, the instantaneous power of the single-phase system can be calculated as,

$$p_{ins}(t) = v_g(t) i_g(t) = p(t) + q(t),$$

where $p(t)$ and $q(t)$ are the instantaneous active power and the instantaneous reactive power of the single-phase system and they can be expressed as,

$$p(t) = \frac{1}{2} v_g I_g \cos(\varphi) \left[1 + \cos(2\omega t)\right],$$

$$q(t) = \frac{1}{2} v_g I_g \sin(\varphi) \sin(2\omega t),$$

in which $\omega$ is the grid fundamental frequency in rad/s, $\varphi$ is the power angle in rad, and $V_g$, $I_g$ are the amplitude of the grid voltage and the grid current, respectively.

A. Power Calculation based on Low-Pass Filter

By applying a Low-Pass Filter (LPF) to the instantaneous power $p_{ins}(t)$, the average active power $P$ can be obtained. Similarly, by introducing a quarter period-delay of the fundamental voltage ($v'_{g}(t)=v_{g}\sin(\omega t)$, which is the in-quadrature signal of the original voltage), the instantaneous power $p'_{ins}(t)$ can be calculated as,

$$p'_{ins}(t) = v'_{g}(t) i_g(t) = p'(t) + q'(t),$$

where,

$$p'(t) = \frac{1}{2} V_g I_g \cos(\varphi) \sin(2\omega t)$$

$$q'(t) = \frac{1}{2} V_g I_g \sin(\varphi) \left[1 - \cos(2\omega t)\right].$$

Hence, the average reactive power $Q$ can also be obtained by filtering the instantaneous power $p'_{ins}(t)$ using a LPF. It can be seen in (2) and (4) that the instantaneous power is oscillating at twice the fundamental grid frequency, which means that the cut-off frequency of LPFs must be very low [12]. The structure of the power calculation method based on low-pass filters is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Power calculation by filtering the instantaneous power using low-pass filters for single-phase systems.](image)

B. Discrete Fourier Transform based Power Calculation

The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) can be employed for the average power calculation. The Fourier series of the input signal can be expressed as,

$$f(t) = \frac{a_0}{2} + \sum_{n=1}^\infty \left[a_n \cos(n\omega t) + b_n \sin(n\omega t)\right],$$

in which $n$ represents the order of the harmonics ($n = 1$ corresponds to the fundamental component). Thus, the magnitude and phase of the fundamental components of the input grid voltage and grid current can be calculated by the following equations:

$$|H_1| = \sqrt{a_1^2 + b_1^2}, \quad \angle H_1 = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{a_1}{b_1}\right),$$

where $a_1 = \frac{\omega}{\pi} \int_{-T}^{T} f(t) \cos(nt) dt$, $b_1 = \frac{\omega}{\pi} \int_{-T}^{T} f(t) \sin(nt) dt$, and $\omega$ is the grid fundamental frequency in rad/s, $T$ is the grid fundamental period and $f(t)$ is the input signal.

Thus, the average active power $P$ and reactive power $Q$ can be expressed as,

$$P = \frac{1}{2} |v_g| |i_g| \cos(\angle v_g - \angle i_g),$$

$$Q = \frac{1}{2} |v_g| |i_g| \sin(\angle v_g - \angle i_g).$$

in which the harmonic components are neglected. Based on (7), the power calculation method based on DFT can be structured as it is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Power calculation based on discrete Fourier transform for single-phase grid-connected systems.](image)
Since the DFT unit uses a running average window, it will take one cycle of the fundamental signal to output the correct amplitude and phase of the input signal. Thus, this power calculation method will introduce one cycle delay with respect to the fundamental signal.

C. Power Calculation based on Orthogonal Signal Generator

Another power calculation method is based on the Orthogonal Signal Generator (OSG). Similar to the three-phase instantaneous power theory [10], the active power $P$ and reactive power $Q$ for a single-phase application can be computed with the help of OSG systems:

$$
\begin{align*}
P &= \frac{1}{2} \left( v_g i_{gα} + v_{gβ} i_{gβ} \right), \\
Q &= \frac{1}{2} \left( v_{gβ} i_{gα} - v_{gα} i_{gβ} \right),
\end{align*}
$$

in which the subscripts “$gα$” and “$gβ$” denote the “$α$” and “$β$” components of the grid voltage/current in a $αβ$-stationary reference frame. The structure of this power calculation method is shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4. Power calculation based on orthogonal signal generator for single-phase systems.](image)

As it is highlighted in Fig. 4, the main task of this power calculation method is to create an effective OSG system which has less computation burden with a fast and accurate response in such a way to enhance the performance of this method. The easiest way to build up an OSG system is to use a delay unit which introduces a 90° phase shift corresponding to the fundamental component of the input signal as it is used in Fig. 2.

Other methods like Hilbert transform, inverse Park transform and the Second Order Generalized Integrator (SOGI) can be used to create OSG system [8], [11], [16]. In this paper, the SOGI based OSG system is used since it is an adaptive filtering system and behaves as a generalized integrator.

III. PROPOSED POWER CALCULATION METHOD

This power calculation method is inspired by the Enhanced PLL and adaptive filtering techniques [15], [21], [23]. Rewrite the instantaneous power of the single-phase system as,

$$
\begin{align*}
p_{\text{in}}(t) &= v_g (t) i_g (t) \\
&= \frac{1}{2} V_s I_s \cos(\phi) \left[ 1 + \cos(2\omega t) \right] + \frac{1}{2} V_s I_s \sin(\phi) \sin(2\omega t) \\
&= \frac{P_0 \left[ 1 + \cos(2\omega t) \right]}{\rho(t)} + \frac{Q \sin(2\omega t)}{\phi(t)},
\end{align*}
$$

in which $\omega$ is the grid frequency in rad/s and $P$, $Q$ are the active power and reactive power of the system. As it is shown in (9), the instantaneous power for a single-phase system can be divided into two parts, namely, the instantaneous active power part $p(t)$ and the instantaneous reactive power part $q(t)$.

Define the desired/reference instantaneous power as,

$$
\hat{p}_{\text{in}}(t) = \hat{p}(t) + \hat{q}(t) = \hat{P} \left[ 1 + \cos(2\omega t) \right] + \hat{Q} \sin(2\omega t),
$$

where $\hat{\omega}$ is the estimated grid frequency from the Phase Locked Loop (PLL) system. Then, a cost function can be defined as,

$$
E(\hat{P}, \hat{Q}) = \frac{1}{2} \left\| \hat{p}(t) - \hat{p}(t) \right\|^2 + \frac{1}{2} \left\| q(t) - \hat{q}(t) \right\|^2.
$$

By using Least-Mean-Square (LMS) adaptive algorithm to minimize the cost function [23], then the following differential equations are obtained,

$$
\dot{\hat{P}} = -\mu_1 \frac{\partial E(\hat{P}, \hat{Q})}{\partial \hat{P}} = \mu_1 e_p \left[ 1 + \cos(2\omega t) \right],
$$

$$
\dot{\hat{Q}} = -\mu_2 \frac{\partial E(\hat{P}, \hat{Q})}{\partial \hat{Q}} = \mu_2 e_q \sin(2\omega t),
$$

in which $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ are the active and reactive power control parameters, $e_p = p(t) - \hat{p}(t)$, $e_q = q(t) - \hat{q}(t)$, and $\hat{P}$, $\hat{Q}$ are the calculated/estimated active power and reactive power of a single-phase system. Equation (12) can be expanded as,

$$
\dot{\hat{P}} = \mu_1 \left[ P(1 + \cos(2\omega t)) - \hat{P}_0 \left[ 1 + \cos(2\omega t) \right] \right]
$$

$$
\dot{\hat{Q}} = \mu_2 \frac{\partial E(\hat{P}, \hat{Q})}{\partial \hat{Q}} = \mu_2 \left[ P_0 \cos(2\omega t) - \hat{P}_0 \cos(2\omega t) \right],
$$

in which $\mu_1$, $\mu_2$, $P_0$, and $\hat{P}_0$ are the active and reactive power control parameters, and $\hat{P}_0$ and $\hat{Q}$ are the calculated/estimated active and reactive power of a single-phase system. Equation (12) can be expanded as,

$$
\dot{\hat{P}} = \mu_1 \left[ P(1 + \cos(2\omega t)) - \hat{P}_0 \left[ 1 + \cos(2\omega t) \right] \right]
$$

$$
\dot{\hat{Q}} = \mu_2 \left[ P_0 \cos(2\omega t) - \hat{P}_0 \cos(2\omega t) \right],
$$

in which $\mu_1$, $\mu_2$, $P_0$, and $\hat{P}_0$ are the active and reactive power control parameters, and $\hat{P}_0$ and $\hat{Q}$ are the calculated/estimated active and reactive power of a single-phase system.

If the PLL system can offer an accurate estimation of the grid frequency $\hat{\omega} = \omega$, and $P = P_0 = 0$ in steady state, equation (14) can approximately be given as,

$$
\dot{\hat{P}} \approx \mu_1 \left[ P_0 - \hat{P}_0 \right] + \frac{\mu_1}{2} \left[ P_0 + P_0 \cos(4\omega t) - \hat{P}_0 - \hat{P}_0 \cos(4\omega t) \right],
$$

in which $\mu_1$, $\mu_2$, $P_0$, and $\hat{P}_0$ are the active and reactive power control parameters, and $\hat{P}_0$ and $\hat{Q}$ are the calculated/estimated active and reactive power of a single-phase system.

Here, the high-frequency terms $(4\omega t)$ are mitigated by the integrator during the transient period [22]. Similar linearization can be done for equation (13),

$$
\dot{\hat{Q}} \approx \frac{\mu_2}{2} \left( \hat{Q} - \hat{Q}_0 \right).
$$

Thus, according to (15) and (16), the following transfer functions are valid [22],

$$
\begin{align*}
\hat{P}(s) &= \frac{1.5\mu_1}{s + 1.5\mu_1} = \frac{1}{\tau_i s + 1}, \\
\hat{Q}(s) &= \frac{0.5\mu_2}{s + 0.5\mu_2} = \frac{1}{\tau_r s + 1},
\end{align*}
$$

where $\tau_i$ and $\tau_r$ are the integration and derivative time constants, respectively.
where $\tau_1, \tau_2$ are the time constants. Equation (17) indicates that the estimated average power ($P$ and $Q$) is controlled by $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ respectively. A large value of $\mu_{1,2}$ will make the estimated active power or reactive power coming to steady-state quickly, but it will have a high overshoot if it is too large. The settling time can approximately be calculated as: $4\tau_{1,2}$, which can be the guidelines for tuning the parameters $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$. In this paper, the settling-times of the active power and the reactive power are set to be 5 ms, which means $\mu_2 = 3\mu_1 = 400$.

Thus, the continuous implementation of the proposed active and reactive power calculation method can be given as it is shown in Fig. 5. A Phase Locked Loop (PLL) is necessary to synchronize with the grid voltage. It can be predicted that once the synchronization unit can provide a fast and accurate tracking of the grid voltage, the performance of the proposed average power calculation method will be ensured.

![Fig. 5. Proposed active and reactive power calculation method for single-phase systems: grid voltage $v_g$, grid current $i_g$, active power $P$, reactive power $Q$.](image)

### IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, a single-phase grid-connected system is built up in MATLAB and tested experimentally. The setup of the entire system is shown in Fig. 6. The parameters of the system are listed in TABLE I.

![Fig. 6. Simulation and experimental setup of a single-phase grid-connected system with proportional resonant current controller.](image)

Table I: Simulation and Experimental Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grid Voltage Amplitude</td>
<td>$V_g = 230$ V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid Frequency</td>
<td>$\omega = 2\pi \times 50$ rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC Filter</td>
<td>$L = 3.6$ mH, $C_f = 2.35$ $\mu$F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer Leakage Inductance</td>
<td>$L_T = 4$ mH, $R_g = 0.02$ $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling and Switching Frequency</td>
<td>$f_s = f_{sw} = 10$ kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters for the Proposed Method</td>
<td>$\mu_2 = 3\mu_1 = 400$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$K_p = 25$ and $K_i = 2000$, respectively; while the control gains for harmonic compensators are $K_{p,i5,i7,i9} = 3000$. The control system is implemented in a dSPACE DS 1103 system.

In the simulation, the reference current changed from $i_g^*(t) = 5\cos(\omega t)$ A to $i_g^*(t) = 2\cos(\omega t - \pi/3)$ A at $t = 0.713$ s and it went back to the normal condition at $t = 0.875$ s. For comparison, in the experiment, the amplitude of the grid current $I_g$ is set to be 5 A in unity power factor operation; while the system is shifted to non-unity power factor operation with $I_g = 2$ A and $\phi = 60^\circ$. The test results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

As it is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, when there is a step change for the active power or the reactive power, the power calculation method based on low pass filters takes longer time to come into steady-state compared to other methods. The proposed method and the SOGI-OSG based power calculator can track the power change quickly. Moreover, it is proved that the DFT based method needs at least one cycle delay to calculate the average power as it is analyzed previously. Seen from Fig. 7 (c) and Fig. 8 (b), the proposed method presents a large overshoot in the calculated average reactive power, because the control parameter is set to be $\mu_2 = 3\mu_1 = 400$, leading to a 5 ms settling-time.

![Fig. 7. Simulation results of a single-phase grid-connected system: 1. power calculation based on LPF; 2. power calculation based on DFT; 3. SOGI based power calculator; 4. the proposed method.](image)
Fig. 8. Measured average active and reactive power for a single-phase grid-connected system using different power calculation methods (Grid voltage \(v_g\): 100 V/div; Grid current \(i_g\): 2 A/div; Time: 20 ms/div):
1. power calculation based on LPF; 2. power calculation based on DFT; 3. SOGI based power calculator; 4. the proposed method.
To verify the proposed method, referring to Fig. 1, a 1 kW single-phase grid-connected system is tested in low voltage ride through operation mode based on the single-phase PQ theory. The average active power and the average reactive power are calculated using the proposed method. A SOGI-OSG based PLL is adopted to synchronize with the grid voltage. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 9. During low voltage ride-through operation, the system injected reactive power and limited active power output in order to prevent the inverter from over-current shutdown. As it is shown in Fig. 9, the proposed method can calculate the average power quickly and effectively. It can also be used in other applications, such as droop-controlled systems.

![Fig. 9. Experimental results of a single-phase system in low voltage ride through operation (0.45 p.u. voltage sag) using the proposed power calculation method and SOGI-OSG based PLL.](image-url)

V. CONCLUSIONS

A new power calculation method is proposed in this paper for single-phase applications. It is compared with traditional average power calculation methods in simulations and by experiments. The results demonstrate that the proposed method can calculate the active and reactive power faster than the traditional method - power calculations based on low pass filters and Discrete Fourier Transform. The proposed method is also demonstrated in a 1 kW single-phase grid-connected PV system in low voltage ride through operation. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed power calculation method. This proposed method can be adopted in other single-phase applications, where the average active power and the reactive power are required.
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